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What’s Inside...
Privacy Compliance
Whether companies
have consumer or
employee information,
maintaining secure
systems and protecting
privacy should be a
top priority. Doing so
now is better than
after a breach…
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Animals in the
Workplace
It’s not just about
keeping employees
happy, or not bothering others if a pet
comes to work; the
issue may be “reasonable accommodation”
for disabled persons…
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2006 Workers’Comp
Bills & Initiatives
Do three ballot proposals jeopardize the
gains by employers as
a result of the 2003
and 2004 reforms in
the state’s workers’
compensation system?
It remains to be seen...
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Wage or Penalty?
Is additional pay for
missed meal or rest
periods in California
considered a wage or a
penalty? The debate
goes on, but it’s currently looking like
penalty is winning
out...
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Building Collaborative
Organizations
Jim Tamm is Vice
President of Business
Consultants Network,
an international consulting firm with affiliates in 18 countries. He
is the co-author of
Radical Collaboration:
Five Essential Skills to
Overcome Defensiveness and Build Successful Relationships.
Jim is on the faculty of the International
Management Program of the Stockholm
School of Economics, and has a diverse
client base ranging from the United
Nations and NASA to toy companies. He
specializes in building a culture of collaboration within organizations. Prior to
becoming a lawyer and then a California
judge, Jim was an HR executive at General
Electric.

A

s a Senior Administrative Law Judge
for the State of California, I mediated over 1,500 employment disputes, and

guess what? Almost none of them had
to do with legal issues. People were
before me because they lacked collaborative skills. They weren’t skilled at
building strong working relationships.
When too many people in a company
lack collaborative skills we call it a Red
Zone organization, which is a very low
trust, high blame, unsupportive workplace. People in the Red Zone are
more guarded, cynical, and suspicious.
They are less open, so it is more difficult to solve problems. They avoid
risk taking because if anything goes
wrong someone will get blamed, so
creativity suffers. Life is painful in the
Red Zone. As a result, Red Zone
organizations need to pay employees
more because they’ll leave at the first
better offer. For an individual, a Red
Zone mindset is a career killer.
Nobody wants to work with a jerk,
even if you are the most competent
person around.

Chemical
Dependency
Did you know that
14.9 million American
workers abuse alcohol
and drugs? Many
times, however, companies are in denial
that it can happen in
their workplace...
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Multiple Generations
in the Workforce
For the first time, the
American workforce
encompasses four generations working side
by side. Understanding
the motivations of
each can help create a
common ground...
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An opportunity for HR
Simply put, Red Zone behaviors and attitudes cost organizations a huge amount of
money and lost productivity. This presents
Human Resources executives with a unique
opportunity to have a direct positive influence on a company’s bottom line.
Considering the common complaint that
HR is far too often a drag on the bottom
line, it is an opportunity that doesn’t come
along very often and shouldn’t be ignored.
Turning around a Red Zone company,
department, team or individual will eliminate a big problem and make you a hero.
Red Zone organizations became such a
problem for the state that we teamed up
with the Hewlett and Stuart Foundations to
teach collaborative skills in the workplace.
It turned out that teaching five essential
skills transformed Red to Green. In Green
Zone organizations there is high trust and
low blame. People are more open and honest and much better at problem solving
because they are willing to deal openly with
difficult issues. Creativity soars because
people are willing to take risks. If something goes wrong, the discussion centers
around what they can learn from the experience rather than whose head will roll.
Continued on page 11
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Continued from page 1
Bottom-line benefits
Research shows that in the long term,
Green Zone companies outperform Red
Zone companies in terms of income, profit, employee retention, expansion, and for
publicly held companies, stock price. In
the state’s Hewlett & Stuart Foundations
project, conflict in almost 100 different
organizations was reduced by 67%. Trust
increased, communications improved and
problem solving was much more effective.
In a six-year follow up study of participants from nine different countries, people were 45% more effective at getting
their interests met. That effectiveness goes
straight to a company’s bottom line.
The state was not alone in seeing the value
of collaborative skills. When IBM was
picking their next generation of leaders, all
the people they picked had a skill that IBM
called “collaborative influence.” It’s the
ability to get people to do things when you
don’t control their salary; i.e., they do so
simply because you have a good relationship. When Bell Labs looked closely at the
difference between their good employees
and the real stars, they found that the stars
were adept at building collaborative networks. They knew who they could call
when they had a problem. Other people
were willing to help out because of the
relationships that had been built.
If you want to create a more collaborative
Green Zone environment throughout
your company, or build more collaboration between HR and your clients, or if
you simply want to boost your own career
by increasing your collaborative influence,
here are five skills guaranteed to make a
big difference.
1. Collaborative Intention:
Staying non-defensive and making a conscious personal commitment to seeking
mutual gains in your relationships.
This is the ability to stay in the Green Zone
when your relationship hits a bump, or
someone makes a mistake or does something unexplainable or confusing. A boss
in one of my mediations was facing a hostile employee who was shouting at him for
something the boss had done. Instead of
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getting defensive and attacking back or
pulling rank, the boss was able to diffuse
the situation by calmly responding, “John I
can see that you’re upset. Can you tell me
more about this and help me better understand what’s upsetting you. Then let’s work
together to figure out a good solution.”
The boss’s response was very counter-intuitive; he wasn’t defending himself, he was
staying in the Green Zone and asking for
more information. When the employee
started feeling heard, his demeanor
changed and he moved from anger to
problem solving. The key to staying in the
Green Zone is remaining conscious of
building mutual success and paying attention to your own blind spots.
2. Truthfulness:
Committing to both speak and listen to the
truth, and being able to create an atmosphere where it feels safe enough to raise difficult issues.
The level of trust in any relationship is
determined to a great extent by the
amount of truth being told. I’m referring
to the ability and willingness to tell other
people about what is going on inside of
you, i.e. being more self-disclosing. Telling
the truth about yourself requires a combination of awareness, honesty and openness
and it is far more effective than telling
other people what you think is true about
them.
One of the most important things you can
do to improve the effectiveness of any
organization is to increase the level of
openness. It is impossible to solve problems if people aren’t willing to talk about
them. I’ve had more than one employee
complain to me in private during mediation that they feel insignificant in the way
the boss treats them, but they don’t want
me to share that information with the
boss.
It’s pretty common for an employee to
complain to HR about someone else and
then add, but please don’t tell them I said
that. Without a willingness to be more
open, problems stay underground and leak
out in unpredictable ways. Because others
don’t understand what’s going on, they
often make up stories and waste valuable
time. Anyone reading the Columbia and

Challenger Shuttle disaster reports will see
that some employees didn’t feel safe sharing their concerns about safety issues.
When people withhold information
because it doesn’t feel safe, it can have a
horrible impact on any organization.
Creating an atmosphere of truthfulness
also requires that people listen better.
Listening is not simply shutting your
mouth, but that’s a great place to start. The
two jobs of the listener are to create a safe
environment for the speaker and to help
the speaker feel understood. Continually
summarize what you are hearing and feed
it back to the speaker, checking for understanding about both the content and the
emotional tone of the communication.
When that happens, speakers report that
they share much more information, are
more articulate, and tend to like the listener.
3. Self-Accountability:
Understanding the choices we make through
action or inaction, and taking responsibility
for both the intended and unintended consequences of those choices.
I’ve mediated more school labor strikes
than any other person in the United States
and two comments I’ve heard from both
sides in just about every strike are: “They
didn’t give us a choice,” and “They made us
do it.” What nonsense!
Most people believe, mistakenly, that their
choices are narrow. People have more
choice than they think. Many people forfeit
choices without realizing that not choosing
is also a choice. The way people make little
decisions is a reflection of how they make
bigger ones. The most effective thing people can do to feel more empowered is to
change their belief system about how
much choice they have in their lives. Beliefs
that we have a lot of choice can mobilize
people, while beliefs that we have little
choice will paralyze people. A sense of
influence over our own lives also makes
undesirable events less demoralizing.
Taking responsibility for our choices
means both the intended and unintended
consequences of our actions. Many people
act as if they’re not responsible for the
results of their behaviors if the outcome is
Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 11
different than they intended. They judge
others by their actions but themselves by
their intentions. That attitude is not very
accountable.
What we have found to be helpful in getting people to be more accountable is
having them reflect on situations they are
not happy with, ones where they tend to
blame others for their circumstances.
Then we ask them to review the situations without self-judgment or selfblame to see how they contributed to it.
What choices were available to them,
whether through action or non-action?
When people see that more choices were
probably available, they start taking more
responsibility for future actions. Even if
their choice is to not do anything differently, they usually stop complaining
about the situation. Workplaces high in
accountability are low in whining and
sniveling—and think about how much
easier that would make life in HR!
4. Self-Awareness:
Committing to know yourself deeply and
showing a willingness to deal with difficult
interpersonal issues.
Whether you want to improve a single
relationship or change the culture of an
entire organization, an important step is
to increase people’s self-awareness. The
ability to make effective choices and live
an authentic life depends to a great extent
on a capacity to be self-reflective. If people do not understand their own feelings,
fears, values, intentions and patterns of
behavior, their lives can be like corks
bobbing on the ocean with no sense of
control over their own destiny. Such travelers will always be a little puzzled about
how and why their lives unfold.
The area of self awareness that has the
greatest return on investment for a company is helping people become more
aware of their own defensiveness.
Defensive Red Zone behavior is a poison
pill to relationships and an eventual
career killer. Defensive people are inauthentic and other people don’t trust or
like them. Some common examples of
defensive behavior are blaming and
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shaming, sarcasm, demanding to be right,
playing “poor me,” hearing only what you
want to hear, all-or-nothing thinking,
and withdrawing into deadly silence.
Defensiveness is unconscious behavior
that undermines our ability to be in relationships and work well with others.
Because it is unconscious, we often don’t
know we’re being defensive until after the
fact. When we get defensive, however,
we’re not defending ourselves from other
people; we’re defending ourselves from
painful feelings inside ourselves that we
don’t want to feel. These feelings usually
have to do with fears about our lack of
significance, competence or likability.
People can self-correct defensive habits
by becoming conscious of them and then
developing an “early warning system.” By
knowing their own particular signs of
defensiveness, they recognize when
they’re becoming defensive, then they can
immediately implement an action plan.
They should literally slow down by taking
a break or a short walk—or, if they’re in
the middle of a conversation, even taking
a couple of deep breaths. Tune in to any
negative self-talk, such as “I can’t handle
this,” or “they’re out to get me,” and
change it to something more positive, like
“I don’t like this but I can handle it.”
Slowing down and taking a step back goes
a long way toward changing defensive
behaviors. Finally they should take action
to moderate their particular defensive
behavior. If they are flooding people with
information they can become quiet for
several minutes, gather their thoughts,
and then make a point without being
defensive.

A negotiating process called the InterestBased Approach builds relationships
rather than undermining them. It has
proven effective in business, politics, family relations, environmental disputes and
even international peace negotiations
when President Jimmy Carter used it to
fashion the agreement between Anwar
Sadat and Menachem Begin at Camp
David. The approach focuses on the
underlying interests of the parties before
anyone starts looking for solutions. It
involves several steps:
1. Set a collaborative tone by being open
and direct about your intentions and
reach agreement about the process
you will use to deal with the dispute.
2. Discuss the problem and develop a
list of issues that need to be resolved.
3. Gain an understanding of the underlying interests of the parties. Interests
are the wants or needs that underlie
the issues that need to be resolved.
Don’t start working on solutions until
you have a thorough understanding
of all the underlying interests of all
the stakeholders.
4. Develop a contingency plan. Know
what you will be able to do on your
own without the agreement of the
other party if you can’t agree on a
solution.
5. Work together to invent a large number of creative solutions to meet as
many interests of all the parties as
possible.
6. Evaluate possible solutions against
the interests and contingency plans of
the parties. Narrow the possible solutions and reach clear commitments
where it is possible to verify compliance.

5. Negotiating:
Skillfully negotiating your way through the True collaboration begins inside the indiconflict that is inevitable in any long-term vidual and works its way out into organirelationship.
zations. By concentrating on these five
skills, people will not only become perIf your relationships don’t bump up sonally more effective, they can have a big
against some conflict every once in a influence on the effectiveness of their
while, you’re either in very boring rela- company or organization.
tionships, are in complete denial, or are
overly medicated. Even the most collabo- (Editor’s Note: For more information about Jim
rative, self-aware, accountable, non- Tamm, or for ordering the book Radical
defensive, truth-telling people will have a Collaboration, contact Editor Wendy Taylor at
difficult time building collaborative rela- Employers Group, wtaylor@employersgroup.com
tionships if they aren’t skilled at negotiat- or call (800) 748-8484, extension 3979. Jim is
also available for speaking engagements.)
ing.
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